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COUNTEREXAMPLES IN BEST
APPROXIMATION

S. J. POREDA

Abstract. Several counterexamples for approximation to continuous func-

tions by polynomials are given. One example shows that the points of

maximum deviation of a continuous real valued function on an interval from

its polynomial of degree n of best uniform approximation can lie on any

monotone  sequence   contained   in  that   interval   for  infinitely  many  n.

1. Notation and definitions. For a complex valued function/defined on a set

E in the complex plane let ||/||£ = supze£|/(z)|. If E is compact and / is

continuous on E, then for each « E Z+ = {0,1,2,...} there exists a unique

polynomial pn of degree « such that ||/ - p„ \\E < ||/ - qn \\E for all polynomi-

als qn of degree «. The polynomial pn is called the polynomial of degree « of

best uniform approximation to / on E.

2. Extremal points. If / is a real valued continuous function on the real

interval [a,b], n E Z + , and p„ is the polynomial of degree « of best uniform

approximation to / on [a, b], then there exist at least « + 2 points on [a, b]

where \f — pn\ attains its maximum. Let the set of all such points be denoted

by £«(/) and let i(f) — U"=n£„(/)- An immediate question pertains to the

distribution of £(/) on [a,b\. We shall now see that by applying a theorem due

to Kadec [1] £(/) can be shown to be dense (in a straightforward manner) in

M].
Theorem (Kadec). Let j\t) be a continuous function on [0, tt], Sn(t) the even

trigonometric polynomial of degree n of best uniform approximation tof(t) on [0,77]

and 0 < /0" < t[n) < • • ■ < t(n"}x < 77 be « + 2 points where f(t) - S„(t)

assumes, with alternating signs,  its maximum absolute value.  If we set

A» = rJPfL, l'í0 - "*A" + W " = 0, 2, . . .,0<K<n+l

it then follows that

lim A„ • «'Z2-6 = 0   for any e > 0.
n—>oo

Corollary. Let f, [a,b] and £(/) be as before. Then £(/) is dense in [a,b\.

Proof. This proof follows directly from Kadec's Theorem if we use the

transformation u = cos / and x = (b — a)u + a.
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In light of the previous corollary, it is interesting to find that the extremal

points £„(/) need not be "spread" out for all n and as a consequence, it is not

possible to replace Hm by lim in Kadec's Theorem.

Theorem 1. Given a monotone sequence {xk)kx>=x, lim^^x^ = x^ and

[xq,^] C (a, b) there exists a function f continuous on [a,b] such that £„(/)

C [x^^for infinitely many n.

The proof of this theorem requires use of a theorem due to Wolibner [6]

which we shall state here as a lemma.

Lemma 1 (Wolibner). Given a < ^ < t2 < • • • < tn < b and real numbers

{w,}"=1 such that to,- ¥= co, + 1 for i = 1, 2, ..., n - 1, there exists a polynomial

p(x) such that,

(!) P(',) = (¿¡for i = 1,2,..., n, and

(2)p(x) is monotone on [t¿,ti+l]for i = 1,2,...,«- 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let {x^^Lr,, xx and [a,b] be as in the statement of

our theorem and let Qn (x) be a polynomial such that;

(i)2» = -i/2'+i;
(ii) Q„,(xo) - 1/2'+!'
(iii) Qn(xk) = (-1/72' for k - 1, 2, ..., 2n¡ + 2,
(iv)ôn;.(^,+3) = (-l)2'''+3/2' + 1,

(v) Qn¡ib) = (-1)272'+1 and finally,
(vi) Q„(x) is monotone on the intervals [a,x0], [x¿,xA:+1] for k = 1,2,...,

2«,+ 3, and[x2„/+3,Z>].
To define «,, set nx = 2 and ni+x the degree of Q„.. Clearly the degree of Q„

is greater than n, since it has more than n, zeros. Now setf(x) = 2i=i Qn(x)

and let Pn(x) = 2j=i Qn(x)- Clearly, Pn (x) is a polynomial of degree n¡;

f(xk) - Pn\(xk) = (~\t/f-\ for k = 1, 2, ..., 2/j,. + 2, and ||/- J»(|Lfl6]
- 1/2'-' for /= 1,2,....

Now [7, p. 20] since the polynomial pn(x) of degree n of best uniform

approximation to a continuous function f[x) on the interval [a, b] is character-

ized by the existence of n + 2 points [xk}"kt=\, a ^ xk <C xk + x < b, k = 1,2,

...,«+ 1, where the deviation f(x) - pn(x) attains its maximum on [a,b]

with alternating sign, it follows that, as constructed, P„.(x) is the polynomial

of degree n¡ of best uniform approximation to f\x) on [a, b] and £„(/)

C [xq,xx] for/ = 1, 2,-

Remark 1. As constructed, f\x) has the property that

11/- Pn,\\aM >  211/- R.fta.xoMx.J,)'     f°T »" * VÍ ;;

where PWj. is the polynomial of degree n, of best uniform approximation to/on

[a, b], and n, is as in our construction.

3. Uniform continuity of best uniform polynomial approximations. If / is a

continuous, complex valued function defined on a compact set E in the

complex plane and if pn is the polynomial of degree n, n G Z +, of best

uniform approximation to / on E, then [3] there exists a least constant

Mn(f) > 0, which depends on/and n, such that
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(3-0 Ik - q„\\E < Mn(f)[\\f - qn\\E - ||/-pj|£f2

for every polynomial qn of degree «. This is sometimes called the "strong

uniqueness theorem", for it implies that if qn approximates/almost as well as

pn does, then q„ is almost equal to pn. In the case where / is real and E is an

interval, we have the same result except that we can replace the exponent \ by

1 in the expression (3.1).

Two questions arise here. The first is whether for fixed / the sequence

{A/„(/)}^°=0 is bounded. The second is whether for « and E fixed, the set

{M„(f)}fEBtE\ is bounded where B(E) denotes the unit ball of C(E), the space

of continuous functions on E. The purpose of this section is to show that

neither of these sets need be bounded. For the first question, we give one

example for the real case and one for the complex case. For the second

question, we give an example in the real case.

Theorem 2. For every nonempty real interval [a, b] there exists a function f

continuous on [a,b] such that lim„_+00 Mn(f) = oo.

Proof. Letf(x) be the function that we constructed in the proof of Theorem

1 where x0 and xœ are chosen so that

x0 — a = xx — x0 = b — xx = 2p.

Let x = (x0 + xx)/2 and for every «,, / = 0, 1, 2, ..., let

qni(x) = Pni(x) + [\\f - Pni\\[aM/2}[(x - x)/3p}n<

where Pn is the polynomial of degree «, of best uniform approximation to/on

[a, b], and «, is as in our construction.

and

11/- 4n,\\a,x0MxK,J>) <   HZ" ^,ll[a,x0]u[^,è] +  K ~ 9nl\[a,x0]u[xlaJ,)

<U/-^IIM>

with the latter following from Remark 1. Hence, since pn is the best

approximation to/ ||/- q„.\\a>b] = \\f - q„,\\X(s,Xmy Now by returning to the

definition of qn. we see that

II/" qn\a,b] -  II/" Pn\aM <Jtt/~ ^W3"''

and so Mn/(/)> ||a„/-Pn/||M/[||/-anJ|M-||/-JPni||M]>3"' which
implies that lim/_>00.ItyI.(/) = oo.

In the complex case an example of a function for which [Mn(f)}™=0 is not

bounded is much easier to find. In fact, as we shall see, every function that is

badly approximable [4] on a circle, that is, every continuous function which

has a constant modulus and whose image has a negative winding number

(with respect to the origin), has this property.

Theorem 3. Iff(z) is badly approximable on the unit circle U = [\z\ = 1} then

Mm^n M„(f) = oo.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose / is badly approximable on U. We may

assume that \\f\\u = 1. Choose any e > 0 and let T be a closed Jordan curve

that contains the points z = — e/3 and z = 1 such that:

(i) the interior of T contains z = 0;

(ii) T C [{|z| < 1} n {|Im z\ < e/3}]; and

(iii)[r fi {Rez < 0}] C {|z| < e/3}.
For instance, T can be chosen to be an ellipse. Let h(z) be a conformai map

of the disc {|z| < 1} onto the interior of T such that h(0) = 0.

Now since / is continuous and of constant modulus on U, there exists [5] a

finite Blaschke product B(z) of the form;

■»-*.ÄC£¥)Ä(£fc)
where \ak\ < 1 for k = 1. 2, ..., m and \b¡\ < 1 for/ = 1,2,..., /and such

that ||/-Bit, < e/3.
Set

*«-*>*(£, (r^)>
Since h vanishes at z = 0, the function g(z) is analytic in [\z\ < 1} (except for

removable singularities at ak, k = 1,2,..., m) and continuous in (|z| < 1}.

Consequently there exists a polynomial q„(z) of some degree n such that

Ws - 9* lit/ < e/3- Thus we can write

11/ - qH lit/ < 11/ - B\\a + \\B - g\\u + \\g - 9n lit/

< e/3 + (1 + e/3) + e/3 = 1 + e,

since

\B - g\\u = ,(n(f^))|| -»»u\fc=i V1 -a**//Hi/      ^er1
= 1 + e/3.

Now since the polynomial of degree n (or of any degree) of best uniform

approximation to / on U is identically zero, it follows that

M„(f) >   hnlWlWf-lnWu - Il/Ht/]'72  >ßk £/3)A1/2-

Since e was arbitrarily chosen, we see that {A/„(/)}^°=0 is not bounded and, in

fact, that lim„_>00M„(/) = oo. Note that had we replaced the exponent \ in

expression (3.1) with some ß, 0 < ß < \ and thus defined a new constant,

say, M^(f), then the techniques used in our proof are still applicable and we

will get Mm^^M^if) = oo.

Remark 2. Let 5 denote the unit ball of C([0,1]), the space of continuous

real valued functions on [0, 1]. Then for « > 1, the set [Mn(f)}feB is not

bounded. We demonstrate this by noting that for any fixed/ G 5, M„+X(f)

> Mn(f), so it is sufficient to show that {Mx(f)}jeB is not bounded.

For any 0 < e < 1, define a function f(x) continuous on [0,1] so that

(i)/(0) = 1,
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(ii)/(e/2) = -l+e/2,
(hi)/(e) = 1 +e,

(iv)/(l) = 0and
(v)f(x) is linear between these nodes.

The polynomial of degree 1 of best uniform approximation to/on [0,1] will

then bepx(x) = x and \\f - px Ly = 1. Now since ||/||[01¡ = 1 + e, if we let

qx = 0, we have that Mx(f) > \\px ||[0ii]/e = 1/e. The function f(x)/(\ + e)

G 5 and so Mx(f(x)/(\ + e)) > l/e(l + e) which implies our theorem since e

was chosen arbitrarily.

4. Open problems. In light of Kadec's Theorem (Theorem 1) and Theorem

3, it seems likely that more can be said about the sequence [Mn(f)}™=x. For

instance, it might be interesting to characterize those functions, in both the

real and complex cases, for which the sequence {Mn(f)}™=x is bounded.
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